
Mid Lachlan Landcare 

Growing the Grazing Revolution 

Report 2019 

Personal Farm Visits: 20 plus 6 new members 

Area Cluster meetings: 6 

 

Field days: 

 Woodstock Production field Day 

Carload of people to Trundle for an RCS Kit Day 

Carload of people to CWLLS field day with Dick Richardson at Grenfell. 

Compost making field day with Will Bennet at “Raintree Farm” Cowra 

Our Major field day this year was with Charlie Massy in Cowra. Positive changes, 

resilient futures. Attended by 130 people at the Cowra Civic Centre. ABC 

Australian Story was also there to film Charlie for an upcoming program. 

 

Visits to peer leader’s property: 

Two visits to David Marsh Boorowa. 

 

School Groups: 7 

 

Growing the Grazing Revolution Meetings: 2.  One which also included some 

mental health training with Di Gill. 

 

 



 

Area Training: MLL help to organise after feedback from our members some 

grazing management training. 

An RCS Grazing Clinic was held in Cowra over 3 days in September. People doing 

the training paid their own fees to do the workshop. We had 48 people do the 

workshop of which 30 where within at 100km radius of Cowra and 20 people 

from the MLL area.  

MLL GGR also got David McLean and Nick Kentish (RCS educators) to do some 

peer leader training the morning after the course. 12 attended paying half the 

cost. 

Following the Grazing Clinic training we know have a new Grazing Group which 

is made up of 12 people who have already had 2 to meetings. The meetings are 

to help with support and mentoring after training. 

There have also been two ABC NSW Country interviews after the Cowra Grazing 

Clinic one on way grazing management is important and the role MLL GGR plays 

with support afterwards.    

 

Still a lot of my time is spent on the phone especially with the current dry 

conditions over the past two years. 

 

Other things: 

Attended the NSW Landcare State Conference in Broken Hill. 

My own time; Was asked to do a presentation at the CWLLS Carbon Conference 

in Dubbo. 

Was on a panel at the Boorowa Community Landcare Resilient Farming Planning 

Conference.  

And I still the facilitator for the Boorowa Landcare Regen Grazing Group. 

 



       

 I would like to thank Peter Davis for all your great work with Growing the 

Grazing Revolution over the past 12 months and looking forward to the next 

two year working with you again. 

Thank you also to Tracee Burke and Andrew Wooldridge for all help and support 

we could not do our job without you. 

And big thank you to our Growing the Grazing Revolution Board and the Mid 

Lachlan Landcare Committee. 

 

Cheers, 

Scott Hickman.      

 

     

 

 

    


